Deagglomeration of ultrafine powders poses an important challenge towards their efficient and effective utilization. In the present study, we investigate the effect of frequency on the hydrodynamics of pulsed fluidized beds of ultrafine powders that show strong agglomeration behavior. We have carefully selected square waves of three different frequencies: 0.05 Hz, 0.10 Hz, and 0.25 Hz. The lowest frequency used here allowed the fluidized bed to settle completely before another pulse was introduced whilst the highest frequency ensured that the bed remained in a state of continuous turbulence between occurrences of consecutive pulses. On the other hand, the intermediate frequency pulse was just sufficient to complete the process of bed collapse before the start of the next pulse. Both local and global bed dynamics in all the three cases were rigorously monitored using fast response pressure transducers. The pressure transient data during the bed collapse were processed using the bed collapse model reported in the literature to compute the effective hydrodynamic diameter of agglomerates. Though there was substantial decrease in the agglomerate size, the effect of the frequency appeared to be rather insignificant as the global pressure transients remained rather insensitive to the change of the fluidization velocity.
Introduction
Due to strong interparticle van der Waals forces, ultrafine powders tend to agglomerate. The size of agglomerates can sometimes reach several orders of magnitude larger than the primary particle size of the powder. The phenomenon of agglomeration severely compromises the effectiveness of nanopowders, thus necessitating the use of techniques that can help promote their deagglomeration. Pulsed fluidized beds have lately attracted a lot of attention towards this end. This belongs to a class of assisted fluidization techniques, whereby the fluidized bed technology is further assisted with a technique to improve the fluidization quality, enhance the bed homogeneity, and promote the deagglomeration [1] [2] [3] [4] . The choice of a suitable assisted fluidization technique in an actual application is nevertheless governed by several issues, for example, energy usage, contamination concerns, and scale-up challenges. When evaluated on the basis of these factors, pulsed fluidized beds hold greater promise as compared to other assisted fluidization techniques. For example, pulsed fluidization substantially reduced the energy requirement during the drying of sodium acetate as the flow pulsation helped to break agglomerates and provided better contact between particles and gas [5] . Pulsed fluidized beds have also been used to improve the drying of porous pharmaceutical granules, agricultural products, and cohesive granules of polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) [6] [7] [8] . Due to flow pulsation, a faster and homogeneous drying was invariably reported in most applications owing to better heat and mass transfer rates. Akhavan et al. used pulsed fluidized bed to enhance the fluidization quality and lower channeling and plugging problems often encountered with cohesive powders of nanoparticles [1, 9] . Other recent applications of pulsed fluidized beds include efficient degradation of toxic chemical 2 Journal of Nanomaterials (carbamazepine) by Trametes versicolor using the pulsation of inlet flow of the air [10] .
Despite a wide range of potential applications, studies concerning hydrodynamic aspects of pulsed fluidized beds appear to be relatively scarce. A recent study by Khosravi Bizhaem and Basirat Tabrizi using high speed camera confirmed the efficacy of flow pulsation in improving the fluidization hydrodynamics of micro-sized solid particles [11] . For the case of 95 m Alumina particles (Geldart Group A/B), both the bubble diameter and the bed expansion decreased whereas the bed pressure drop increased with the increase in the pulsation frequency. For the case of fine cohesive powders (Group C) consisting of 20 m Alumina particles, only high frequency flow pulsation could achieve fluidization. Ali and Asif used pulsed fluidized bed to improve the fluidization behavior of ultrafine hydrophilic nanopowder that showed strong agglomeration behavior [12] . There was a significant decrease in the minimum fluidization velocity which was obtained from the measurement of the local pressure drop. Using the minimum fluidization velocity data and the overall bed void fraction, the effective diameter of the nanopowder present in the bed was computed. A substantial reduction in the average particle size was obtained due to the flow pulsation. However, no clear effect of the pulse frequency on the minimum fluidization velocity was noticeable in their study. On the other hand, for the case of hydrophobic nanopowder (Aerosil R974), Akhavan et al. [1] reported almost 30% decrease in the minimum fluidization velocity when the pulsation frequency was increased fivefold from 1 Hz to 5 Hz. The effect of frequency on other ultrafine nanopowders was not reported in their study. Recently, Liu et al. pointed out that bed collapse experiments can give valuable insight into the fluidization behavior [2] . Their experimental minimum fluidization velocity for a superfine powder was found to be much higher than the corresponding theoretical value. They concluded that the fluidization behavior of superfine particles is similar to nanoparticles. In a recent study, Ali et al., instead of monitoring the bed height like most previous studies, recorded global pressure transient data to analyze the collapse dynamics of pulsed fluidized bed [13] . The pulsation frequency in their study was kept fixed at 0.1 Hz. From the collapse data, authors computed the effective terminal velocity of the powder using the model of Nie and Liu in conjunction with the Richardson-Zaki correlation [14] . As compared to the mean diameter obtained using particle size analyzer, there was almost 40% decrease in the diameter of the particles. The effect of the air velocity was however found to be negligible in their study.
The focus of the present study is to investigate the effect of the pulsation frequency on the hydrodynamics of pulsed fluidized beds containing hydrophilic nanoparticles that show strong agglomeration behavior during their contacting with the gas phase. Three different frequencies, that is, 0.05 Hz, 0.10 Hz, and 0.25 Hz, were carefully selected for pulsating the inlet air flow. For the low frequency pulsation (0.05 Hz), the time was more than sufficient for the bed to attain steady state before the next step change in the inlet air was introduced by either opening or closing the air supply. For 0.1 Hz pulsation, the pulse duration of 5 seconds was just sufficient to allow the whole bed to attain steady state before the next velocity step change. When the flow pulsation was fixed at 0.25 Hz, the pulsed fluidized bed was never able to attain a steady state. Due to short pulses in this case, neither the bed expansion nor the collapse process was complete before the next pulse occurred. In all cases, both local and global response of the bed were carefully monitored using fast response pressure transducers in order to characterize the bed hydrodynamics. Extending our earlier work [12] that used local pressure transients to determine the minimum fluidization velocities, global pressure transient data are processed here for the three different cases of pulsation frequencies in conjunction with the bed collapse model of Nie and Liu to obtain the effective hydrodynamic diameter of nanopowder present in the bed [14] .
Mathematical Model
The salient features of the three-region model of the bed collapse process, proposed by Nie and Liu, are briefly discussed in the following section [14] . The solid balance approach is followed here for describing interface transients, though the same results can also be obtained using the interfacial fluid balance approach as discussed in the Appendix.
The model schematic delineating three different regions is shown in Figure 1 . The lower region (Region 1) of height 1 is located immediately above the distributor and is mainly composed of settled solids and thus resembles a packed bed. Region 2 on the other hand is free of gas bubbles while Region 3 consists of three phases, which are emulsion phase, bubbles, and wakes. As the collapse process proceeds, the upper two regions, after the escape of gas bubbles, coalesce as seen in Figure 1 (b). The end of the collapse process is marked with the complete settling of bed as shown in Figure 1 For the interface located at 1 , the solid balance leads to
where denotes solid fraction and is its velocity. Rearranging,
Journal of Nanomaterials During the process of the bed collapse, the bed region immediately above the distributor possesses zero solid velocity; that is, 1 = 0, and the solid concentration in the lower bed region is constant. Therefore,
Since, for Region 2,
where 0 is the air superficial velocity, therefore,
If the solid concentration is assumed to be constant, so will be the relative velocity owing to its dependence on the solid concentration and its terminal velocity. Hence, the time dependence of the lower interface is given by
For the interface located at 2 , the solid balance leads to
where , , and are volumetric fractions of bubbles, emulsion phase, and wakes, respectively, in the region between 2 and 3 whereas , , and are their respective velocities. Note that bubbles are comprised of gas phase only while wakes consist of both gas and solid phases. It is moreover assumed here that fractions of two phases, that is, solid and gas, are the same in both emulsion phase and the wakes trailing the gas bubbles (Assumption 2). Since
equation (7) can therefore be simplified and rearranged as
From continuity considerations for Region 3,
Further, the velocity of wake following the bubble is the same as bubbles; that is, = (Assumption 1) and
(Assumption 3). Therefore, (9) can also be written in terms of relative velocities as follows:
Integrating,
One can similarly write for surface located at 3
Since 3 is the top fluidized bed interface,
Simplifying and rearranging (11) gives
If the fraction of wakes is assumed to be zero, the above equation reduces to
two-region model. Equation (15) can also be written, in terms of relative velocity, as follows:
In the present work, the transients of the total pressure drop across the pulsed fluidized bed are measured. It is therefore important that the interface transients presented in equations above are correlated with the pressure drop transients. Since the total pressure drop for the fluidized bed is the sum of contributions of each region, that is,
or
where Δ is the pressure gradient and equal to the bed weight in fluidized bed, therefore, the above equation can be written as
The pressure drop in Region 1 can be evaluated using pressure drop correlations for the packed bed, which can be represented as follows:
where the constant ( ) for the case of commonly used Kozney-Carman correlation for the pressure drop in laminar flow regime can be expressed as = 180
It was shown by Ali et al. [13] that the total pressure drop, after simplification, can be represented as
where
The relative velocity in the above expression can be evaluated using the Richardson-Zaki correlation for the Stokes law regime as follows [15] :
where the particle terminal velocity ( ) in the Stokes law regime is given by [16] 
where is the solid density and and are the air density and viscosity, respectively. Thus, once the value of the is known, the hydrodynamic diameter ( ) of particles can be determined.
Experimental
Details of the experimental setup are explained elsewhere [12] . The key features of the present experiments are nonetheless briefly presented here. The test section was a 1.5 m long transparent Perspex column of 70 mm internal diameter preceded by a 0.5 m long calming section of the same diameter. A 12 mm thick perforated plate with 2 mm hole on a square pitch and 4% open area acted as distributor separating the two sections.
Hydrophobic fumed silica, with a primary size of 12 nm and surface area of 200 m 2 /g, was used as the fluidized mass. Its dry size analysis however yields a wide size distribution that ranges from 2 m to 100 m with an average size of approximately 20 m owing to the phenomenon of agglomeration [12] . The bulk density of the sample was very low (50 kg/m 3 ) as compared to its true solid density (2200 kg/m 3 ). Therefore, the porosity of the ultrafine powder was over 0.97, which is an exceptionally high value not normally encountered for micro-or macro-sized solids. The high porosity of the present nanopowder can be attributed to several levels of agglomeration due to the interparticle van der Waals forces.
Compressed ambient air was used as the fluidizing medium here. Gilmont flowmeter of range 5.0-87.5 LPM was used to control the air flow that was measured using the flow totalizer (Omega model FMA 1611) connected to the data acquisition system (NI USB-6289).
The flow pulsation was generated using a solenoid valve. The open position of the valve allowed the passage of the air Journal of Nanomaterials through the test section of the column at a preset flow rate while the closed position of the valve stopped the air flow thus initiating the process of the bed collapse. The opening and closing of the valve were precisely controlled with the help of data acquisition system (DAQ) connected to a laptop running Labview software. The local and global pressure drops in the test section of the fluidized bed were measured using fast response pressure transducers with a response time of 1 millisecond. The local pressure drop was measured using bidirectional differential pressure transducer (Omega PX163-005BD5V) with its taps, flush with the column wall, located at a distance of 110 mm and 230 mm above the distributor. On the other hand, the global pressure drop was monitored using another fast response pressure transducer (Omega PX163-005BD10V) which has one tap located just above the distributor while the other tap was open to the atmosphere in order to record the overall pressure drop of the fluidized bed. The pressure transient data were recorded at a sampling frequency of 100 samples per second using data acquisition system.
The study involved generation of square pulses of three different frequencies. First series of low frequency experiments involved 0.05 Hz pulses by keeping the solenoid valve open for 10 s and closed for the next 10 s. This process was repeated several times. Pressure transient data were recorded only after several pulses were carried out. A typical global transient response of the bed is shown in Figure 2 Figure 2(b) , before the next velocity step change was introduced. The 0.25 Hz flow pulsation was carried out in the third series of experiments. In this case, the velocity step changes were made at a regular interval of 2 s. It can be seen in Figure 2 (c) that the steady-state condition is not achieved during the 2 s pulse as the next pulse starts before the bed collapse process is complete. The response of the bed for each of the three frequencies discussed above was studied for a wide range of superficial velocities varying from 6 mm/s to 150 mm/s.
Results and Discussion
Both local and global bed transients are shown in Figure 3 . The flow rate in this case is very small ( = 6.28 mm/s) so that the bed is in packed state. As seen in Figure 3(a) , the local pressure drop in the packed bed is only 10 Pa (approximately) when there is no flow pulsation. As the pulse starts, the pressure drop shows as much as eight-to tenfold increase. This sudden jump in the pressure is due to the impulse of the air entering the test section of the bed which is mainly contributed by the pressure build-up in the line when the valve is closed. The case of the global pressure drop is shown in Figure 3(b) where the steady-state pressure drop is approximately 30 Pa while peak values are as much as 60 Pa due to flow pulsation. Thus, there is hardly a twofold increase in the peak value here as compared to tenfold increase seen before. Moreover, global transient profiles are much broader as compared to their local transient counterpart. This indicates that any disturbance that is introduced in the bed is quickly mitigated by the bed of solids as it travels through the bed. Therefore, the global response of the bed gets quite subdued as compared to the local response of the bed. The global pressure drop for the case of no pulse is seen to be lower than the steady-state pressure drop achieved after the valve closing for the pulse fluidized beds. This can be attributed to the lack of bed homogeneity due to the uneven expansion of the nanopowder when there was no pulsation through the test section of the column. Figure 4 shows the case of a fully fluidized bed at the air superficial velocity of 65.9 mm/s. The local pressure transient profiles indicate occurrence of vigorous bed disturbances due to the flow pulsation. As far as effect of different frequencies is concerned, a greater turbulence is noticed for higher frequency beds as compared to ones for lower frequency. For example, there are only two distinct peaks for 10 s pulses whereas several smaller peaks are seen for 2 s pulsed flow. Since the air superficial velocity is higher than the minimum fluidization velocity, the bed settling under gravity during the closed position of the solenoid valve does not have enough time to settle completely for the case of high frequency pulses. The bed solids are subjected to next air pulse before coming to rest due to the opening of the solenoid valve. Hence, a greater degree of solid motion is seen with high frequency as compared to ones with lower frequency where the bed solids get more time to settle down and come to rest. Moreover, negative pressures are seen to occur when the bed collapse process starts after the flow interruption. This can be attributed to negative momentum acquired by solids during their fall under the gravity from heights attained during their fluidization. Another factor that can lead to this behavior is Journal of Nanomaterials the sudden lacunae in the air supply to the test section due to the flow interruption that causes the air present in the upper section of the column to flow backwards [17] . On the other hand, global pressure transients are quite smooth. It is also seen that bed collapse transients, irrespective of pulsation frequency, are quite comparable. It is also seen that overall bed is quite homogeneous for the case of flow pulsation as the global pressure drop during the air flow is the same in all the three cases of different pulse frequency while the corresponding value for the case of unassisted conventional fluidization is lower due probably to bed nonhomogeneities. Figure 5 highlights bed response at a high flow rate. Unlike previous two cases, pressure drop values in Figure 5 (a), whether for pulsed or nonpulsed flow, are quite comparable. Now, sharp peaks in local pressure transients seen before at lower flow rates are missing.
Two features of Figures 3-5 are noteworthy. First, there is a significant difference in the local and global responses of the bed which are evident from pressure transients. The effect of flow pulsation is pronounced in local pressure transients, which in fact reflects the turbulence in the local solid motion. This is however not seen in the global pressure profiles as the local fluctuations in solid motion in different bed regions tend to cancel each other. Second, pulsation is more effective at lower velocities when fluctuations in solid motion due to the fluidizing velocity are rather small. Pulsed flow in this case greatly enhances the solid phase turbulence. When the fluidizing velocity is high, the solid phase turbulence is itself high. Therefore, the contribution of the additional solid turbulence generated by flow pulsation is relatively less apparent on the bed dynamics. Figure 6 shows local pressure transients of 0.10 Hz pulsed fluidized bed at two different velocities. Since the minimum fluidization velocity for 0.10 Hz fluidization velocity is 28.3 mm/s [12] , incipient fluidization conditions prevail at 33.2 mm/s, while the bed is completely fluidized at 134.8 mm/s. Two consecutive pulses are plotted together for each velocity. The agreement is excellent. For the case of 33.2 mm/s in Figure 6 (a), there are several peaks and the peak pressure drop is higher due to greater disturbance in the bed as compared to the case of higher velocity (134.8 mm/s) shown in Figure 6 (b). There is a small decrease in the steady-state pressure drop at the higher velocity as compared to the one at the lower velocity. Moreover, the global minimum is relatively smaller (in magnitude) and delayed at the higher velocity. This is caused by the fact that solid mass between the two ports of the pressure transducer progressively decreases as the velocity increases owing to enhanced bed voidage. This lowers the pressure drop when the fluidized bed stabilizes after the valve opening and moreover leads to a relatively smaller solid phase momentum when the bed collapse process starts. Figure 7 shows global pressure transients at two different velocities. There is once again excellent repeatability across the data for consecutive pulses in both cases. The duration of 5 seconds is just sufficient to allow the bed to attain steady state after the opening and closing of the flow. Though the air velocity is significantly different, the global bed response is almost identical except that the steady-state pressure drop is higher for 134.8 mm/s. The lower pressure drop at lower velocity is due to the incomplete fluidization of the agglomerated fluidized mass present in the lower region of the bed.
The pressure transient for the falling bed is shown in Figure 8 for 0.05 Hz pulsed fluidized bed at different air superficial velocities. As explained before, the steady-state pressure drop is a little lower for low velocities, most probably due to incomplete fluidization arising from bed nonhomogeneity. As the large agglomerates of nanopowder in the lower portion of the bed get fluidized, the pressure drop increases, ultimately reaching a constant value at higher velocities. When the air flow to the bed is cut off, pressure transients initially decrease linearly, but a rather slow exponential decrease is seen in the second stage of the bed collapse. The first stage is due to the free fall of the initially fluidized particles under gravity while the second stage is due to the filling up of void spaces by the fine particle in the bed as pointed out by Asif and Ali [18] . Figure 9 shows the transients of global pressure drop for 0.25 Hz pulsed fluidized bed. Unlike the previous case, get enough time to complete the process of the collapse. Therefore, only the linear fall of the bed is seen here and not the second stage of slower fall. As a result, the pressure drop does not attain zero values before the occurrence of the next pulse. Moreover, there is another rather subtle difference as far as 0.05 Hz and 0.25 Hz pulsed fluidized beds are concerned. A greater difference among the pressure transients at different velocities is visible in case of 0.05 Hz as compared to ones for 0.25 Hz. This is an indication that bed homogeneity is greater for pulsed fluidized bed with higher frequency.
In the present, the collapse stage of the pulsed fluidized bed was modelled here using the mathematical description presented earlier. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the experimental data along with model predictions for the case of 0.25 Hz frequency for two different flow rates. The slope of the global pressure transient was evaluated for different flow rates. From the slope of the bed transient profile, the particle terminal velocity was evaluated which yielded the value of the effective hydrodynamic diameter using (28). Effective averaged particle diameters, thus obtained, are reported in Table 1 for different velocities. Corresponding values of particle Reynolds number are also reported in the table. Low values of Reynolds number justify the use of Stokes law used for computing the particle diameter in (28). In all cases, 2 values are greater than 0.99 which indicate an excellent agreement between the data and the model for all velocities. It is seen here that the effective hydrodynamic diameter remains almost constant irrespective of the air velocity except when the air velocity is low, that is, 49.2 mm/s. This may be attributed to bed nonhomogeneity along the height. The lower bed regions with larger agglomerates are not fully fluidized at lower velocities; the computed size is therefore bigger. As the velocity is increased, the bed turbulence owing to air flow also increases which results in smaller size of agglomerates.
The experimental data and the model fit for the 0.05 Hz pulsed fluidized bed are shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b) for two different velocities. Only the linear portion of the experimental data which describes the fall of bed solids under the influence of gravity was considered for the model fit. The model agreement is seen to be excellent. The air velocity and the corresponding values of the Reynolds number, the goodness of fit, and the particle diameter are presented in Table 2 . Fits are seen to be excellent which are evident from 2 values. There appears to be a decrease, however small, in the effective diameter as the air velocity is increased.
Results for all the three pulse frequencies are summarized in Figure 12 which includes the data reported earlier for the 0.10 Hz flow pulsation [18] . Unlike other two cases, hydrodynamic diameters at lower velocities in this case are a little less as compared to ones at higher velocities. This trend, however small in magnitude, points to a greater bed homogeneity of pulsed fluidized bed of 0.10 Hz frequency. It is worthwhile to mention that the steady fluidization condition yielded the effective diameter value to be 16.4 m [12] .
At this stage, instead of relying on the literature data reported earlier [12] , we again carried out particle size analysis of the sample. The particle size distribution for three different runs and their mean are shown in Figure 13 . The volume-mean diameters for the three runs were 20.68, 23.20, and 18.17 m, with their mean value being 20.68 m. Thus, due to flow pulsation, we obtain an almost 40% decrease in On the other hand, using the minimum fluidization velocity data, the mean particle diameter was calculated in the previous study [12] . The mean particle diameters for These values are a little lower as compared to ones obtained here from the bed collapse data. This is in fact not surprising since the computation of the agglomerate size in the previous study [12] was based on the local pressure drop data when the pressure taps were located 112 mm and 230 mm above the distributor. This region excludes larger agglomerates often present near the distributor.
Conclusions
Flow pulsation clearly leads to deagglomeration, causing significant decreases in the agglomerate size. In the present case, there was an almost 40% size reduction. However, there is no clear evidence in the present investigation that pulse frequency affects the deagglomeration behavior. Similar results were in fact obtained earlier from the incipient fluidization data. It is important to note here that the evaluation of particle terminal velocity here takes into account complete set of bed collapse data for each velocity unlike incipient fluidization data that depends upon the change of the slope of the velocity versus pressure drop profile, which is often quite unpredictable for ultrafine powders and is therefore more susceptible to error. It is interesting to note that the flow velocity also does not cause any appreciable effect on the agglomerate size even though it is normally expected that higher turbulence associated with higher velocity might lead to smaller agglomerates.
Appendix
For the interface located at 1 , the fluid phase balance leads to
where denotes solid fraction and is its velocity. Rearranging, this relationship and the volume fraction constraint, when substituted into (A.4), yield (3) .
For the interface located at 2 , the fluid phase balance leads to
where , , and are volumetric fractions of bubbles, emulsion phase, and wakes, respectively, in the region between 2 and 3 , whereas , , and are their respective velocities. Here, bubbles consist of gas phase only while both gas and solid phases comprise wakes, having the same composition as the emulsion phase (Assumption 2). Equation (A.5) can be rearranged as : True solid density (kg/m 3 ).
